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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 
Elfiq Networks announces new features: VPN acceleration and Firewall capabilities 
 

Montreal (Canada), October 27th, 2017 — Elfiq Networks, SD-WAN pioneer and leader 

in business continuity and bandwidth optimization solutions, has announced the release 
of two new features to complement its existing SD-WAN solution. Debuting Q1, 2018, 
Elfiq Networks’ product line will include STREAM VPN (complementing the company’s 
SSL VPN), as well as a Stateful Firewall designed for the edge. 
 
“STREAM VPN will change the way end users connect remotely to corporate resources,” 
said Frederick Parent, CTO at Elfiq Networks. “By using Elfiq Central, STREAM VPN is 
also easier to operate, since the key management is performed automatically.” 
 
Developed as a means to reduce the footprint when compared to conventional VPN 
methods, STREAM VPN operates at the hardware level and encrypts traffic on a per flow 
basis, effectively removing the need to maintain all tunnels open at all times, as is the 
case with other VPN solutions. With STREAM VPN, clients can benefit from unlimited 
VPN capabilities within the hardware capacity of their Elfiq Networks device. At the same 
time, the company announced the launch of a new firewall to complement its edge 
solution. 
 
“We’re really excited about the new security features we’re adding at the edge,” said 
Martin Deveault, VP of Research & Development at Elfiq Networks. “By adding a stateful 
firewall to our solution, we make it even easier for clients to replace multiple edge devices 
with Elfiq Networks products, either hardware or virtual.” 
 
With new security options and stronger VPN capabilities, Elfiq Networks is strengthening 
its portfolio for organizations looking to add resilience and performance to their network, 
or to build a flexible SD-WAN with strong ROI. 
 
 
 

About Elfiq Networks 
Elfiq Networks (Elfiq Inc.) enhances network performance and business continuity through innovative link 
balancing, cloud computing and bandwidth management technologies. Using Elfiq Networks Link 
Balancers, companies can leverage simultaneous ISPs, mix public and private links for added flexibility, 
seamless failover, increased throughput and smarter WAN path selection. Every day, local and global 
organizations of all sizes and verticals rely on Elfiq Networks’ Link Balancers and advanced network 
solutions. For more information, visit www.elfiq.com/EDGE. 
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